Trends. Anthrax Vaccinations: Saddam Wins Again
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The Iraqi Government continues to extract pounds of flesh from the United States Government (USG). There are the human, financial, and strategic costs borne by the USG through its deployed personnel and materiel increment reactive to the recent inspection crisis. There are the political benefits garnered by Saddam throughout the Mideast through his continued defiance of the USG. There is the gradual weakening of any semblance of agreement among the permanent members of the United Nations Security Council concerning sanctions towards Iraq. Now there are—in addition—the financial and human costs of the vaccination program to protect all USG military personnel on active duty status—beginning with those deployed to the Persian Gulf region—from anthrax.

Aside from the money allocated and some base rate of adverse reactions, there are more troubling aspects to the program. Publicly announcing and administering the vaccination regimen assures that adversaries of the USG know about the program. Will they employ the very biological warfare (BW) agent against which USG personnel are protected? Hardly. USG authorities might counter that the vaccination program mitigates against one specific BW threat—but not all variants of anthrax, anthrax engineered with another BW agent, and other BW agents. The ease of black market purchases of scientists and materiel along with the small spaces in which BW agents can be developed should not leave a warm feeling in troops, their leaders, and their families.